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The AFEP is a scientific association whose objective is to promote pluralism in the field of economics. The AFEP annual congress is an important moment for the association and for the community of economists. It allows the pluralism of theories, methods and objects to be brought to life. Beyond that, this approach encourages dialogue and interdisciplinarity within the humanities and the social sciences. For that reason, proposals from other disciplines than
The multiple environmental, sanitary, migratory, social, financial, productive, banking etc. crises contemporary societies are experiencing today are multifactoral and interconnected. The situation in which the world is plunged as a result of the pandemic caused by the spread of Covid-19 reveals these interdependencies between political, social, psychological, biological and economic aspects, not only in the effects, but also in their factors of emergence and dynamics. Resources lie at the heart of these episodes, highlighting major issues related to their definition, distribution, mobilization and management either strategic or political.

While all these social and economic phenomena may not be limited to resources issues, it nevertheless seems necessary to question “what makes a resource” in various circumstances. This requires considering the multifaceted political, economic and institutional dynamics that governs their (re)production, appropriation, mobilisation and activation, use and related conflicts, as well as their economic and/or social valorisation. In short, the aim is to question and understand the processes that make it possible to constitute and qualify objects and/or devices as resources, and to (privately or collectively) manage them, but also to question the processes by which resources may empower and/or constrain.

Questioning resources allows both disciplinary and thematic crossovers. Indeed, resources refer to the conditions of the possibility of individual and collective action, which is at the heart of most human and social sciences. They obviously concern economic phenomena, particularly, in a very traditional way, market transactions (initial endowments, access rights, income, decision-making capacities, etc.). This theme also opens up to institutionalist approaches, which consider all the resources available to organisations (especially firms, whatever their form) to perform their economic and/or social functions: labour (human resources, work organization and qualification modalities, knowledge resources, etc.); capital (financial assets, manufactured capital, land, etc.); knowledge (collective productive assets, local know-how, intellectual property rights); cooperation mechanisms and public regulation; institutional regimes for accessing resources, etc.

Thus, implementing a resource-based approach makes it possible to (re)introduce at least three main analytical issues into economic debates:

1. A resources perspective makes it possible to update ecological issues, via the problem of the scarcity of environmental resources and their renewal or resilience thresholds, as well as their destruction. Given the common-good nature of these resources, this theme also invites us to re-examine the forms of appropriation and the property regimes in which they are registered. More generally, entry through resources invite us to reconsider the (productive or not, use or not) relationships that human societies have with their natural environment, but also the power relations that constitute the links between societies and nature. The obvious interdependence between the environment and health also invites us to re-examine our economic relationship with nature.
2. Addressing economic and social phenomena through the prism of resources leads us to emphasise a process-based approach, inscribed in history, by which objects, institutions or devices become resources. Indeed, resources can only be qualified as such once they have been “activated”, i.e. devices have been arranged and configured to serve a defined purpose. These processes raise many questions. What is the nature of these devices? To what extent and how do they structure or organise collective and/or public action? How and by whom are the activation arrangements and processes implemented? How were the objectives negotiated? With what degree of legitimacy? etc.

3. The theme of resources invites us to (re)question the role of spaces, both geographical and organisational, in the activation, management and preservation of resources. Industrial and regional economics, geography and sociology (social networks), have drawn lessons of the roles played by geographical, organisational and cognitive proximity in coordination processes and transactions. This theme thus invites us not to neglect the political dimension of the qualification process (capital, assets, heritage...) according to the objects considered (natural, human, cognitive, relational, territorial, economic, financial resources, etc.).

The ongoing social movements, the imposition of containment for health reasons, the Brexit, the reconfiguration of multilateral agreements, the environmental mobilisations and international migration issues, etc. have brought the issue of resources to the forefront of the debate. They also highlight their economic and political nature (distribution of resources, issues related to inequalities, type of resources needed to activate, emancipate, make oneself heard, influence socio-economic power relations, etc.). This issue is also central to the political and economic management of the Covid-19 health crisis. Approaching this crisis from this angle would undoubtedly make it possible to better reflect on the living conditions for the “days after”, and to envision fairer and more resilient models of societies. Finally, resources refer to all the political and institutional mechanisms that frame the organisation of collective action. As such, they are a heuristic object relevant to current and future economic and social phenomena, particularly those related to ecological transition.

In the spirit of openness that characterises the pluralist approach promoted by AFEP, the congress remains open to any theme or approach. Proposals not explicitly related to the theme of the congress are therefore also welcome and expected.

---

As the 2020 edition has been cancelled, the deposits already made are kept for 2021, but require confirmation!

If you have submitted a communication proposal in 2020, please notify if the communication is maintained as is, requires modifications or if you wish to withdraw it by filling out the survey: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScszKiFikydtDGL3k1FWkxn2y61aOovbeV2eMV1F-heNPKnvQ/viewform?usp=pp_url.

To maintain or withdraw your proposal, all you have to do is complete the survey. To modify a submission, log in to your personal space (https://afep2020.sciencesconf.org), click on "Submissions" in the left-hand menu ("Connected space"). In the "My repositories" section of the page, click on the edit icon corresponding to the repository you wish to modify (small pencil located in the "Actions" column, opposite each repository).

Proposals whose deposit will not be confirmed by completing the survey before January 15, 2021 will be withdrawn.

You have the possibility to submit a new proposal(s) and/or to modify the information submitted on the congress website up to the submission deadline (see below).
General organisation and timelines

**Dates:** from June 30th to July 2nd, 2021, preceded by the “AFEP Doctoral Day” held on June 29th, 2021.


**Contact:** for any questions, and for the submission of your communication and panel proposals, please send your message to the following address: [afep2020@mailoo.org](mailto:afep2020@mailoo.org)

The congress will alternate plenary sessions and thematic workshops in parallel.

**Three types of submissions are possible**
- proposal for a scientific presentation: each author submits a proposal (with an extended abstract: one page + bibliographic references)
- proposal for a closed thematic workshop: each workshop coordinator selects and manages the list of speakers he/she will have established, and he/she will collect the papers
- proposal for an open thematic workshop: papers that will be part of thematic workshops will be selected from non-targeted presentation proposals and/or will give rise to specific calls for papers.

**Timeline of the call for papers**
- release of the call for papers: **June 15th, 2020**
- proposals for thematic workshops (one page + bibliographic references + list of contributions for closed workshops): by **January 15th, 2021**
- proposals for papers (extended abstract: one page + bibliographic references): by **February 26th, 2021**
- for open thematic workshops, a specific call for papers will be sent by the facilitators, extended summaries will then be requested by **March 12th, 2021**
- notification of acceptance of presentations: **April 2nd, 2021**
- full papers are expected by **June 4th, 2021** (to be posted on the congress website, unless otherwise advised by the authors).

Please take into account the box above regarding the process for proposals (papers and panels) sent for the cancelled conference in 2020.
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